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Given the poor outcomes after open repair (OR) for
ruptured abdominal aortic aneurysms (RAAA), as well as the
low 30-day mortality associated with endovascular aorticDOI of original article: 10.1016/j.ejvs.2010.06.022, 10.1016/
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E-mail address: jbricco2@mac.com (J.-B. Ricco).repair (EVAR) in elective patients, an increasing number of
centers have established protocols to use EVAR for RAAA
(REVAR).
In this debate, Frank Veith defends the motion that
there is no need for a randomised controlled trial (RCT) as
there is sufficient evidence to show that RAAAs with
appropriate anatomy should be treated endovascularly. In
fact, by 2005 up to 17% of RAAAs were treated endovasc-
ularly in the United States.1 However in many of these
pioneering centers that reported excellent results with
REVAR, patients continue to undergo OR between 53% and
64% of the time.2 In addition, the proportion of RAAA’s
anatomically suitable for REVAR is between 47% and 67%,3
somewhat limiting the applicability of the endovascular
technique in this setting. Dr. Veith’s summary of the world
experience goes a long way to prove that endovascular
repair is the preferred treatment in centers such as New
York, Albany, Seattle, Calgary, and Malmo, and others with
the appropriate experience, protocols and infrastructure.
However, how generalizable are these results to other
centers without this experience? Can all patients expect
the same results as those lucky enough to have been
treated at these centers?
Janet Powell and Robert Hinchliffe have a different view
and consider the need for further evidence to support
widespread adoption and funding of REVAR by healthcare
policy makers. They argue that the only evidence available
now about the benefits of REVAR comes from systematic
reviews of cohort studies with poor adjustments for
confounders. In fact the only pilot RCT shows comparable
30-day mortality in patients undergoing REVAR and
OR. They defend a pragmatic RCT, including unstable
patients, with the clinical diagnosis of RAAA at the point of
randomization to undergo immediate CT-scan with REVAR
whenever possible or OR, in which case a CT-scan is
optional.
Difficulties of such a study are evident and include
selection of centers of expertise, effect of patient
transfer on outcomes,4 instant accessibility of a CT-
scanner and an operating room dedicated to EVAR at all
times, informed consent in hemodynamically unstable
patients, anaesthetic expertise using a structured
protocol with hypotensive hemostasis, endovascular and
surgical expertise available anytime, availability of
a large choice of stent-grafts, use of aortic balloon
occlusion in hemodynamically unstable patients, access
to critical care facilities and surveillance for abdominal
compartment syndrome. Although not insurmountable,
some of these factors will complicate the operation and
interpretation of this RCT, and likely lengthen its
recruitment period.
In summary, both parties agreed that endovascular
repair of RAAA saves lives, but they differ when considering
the applicability of EVAR in these emergency situations.
Frank Veith maintains that we have enough clinical
evidence to use REVAR in the subset of patients with
favorable anatomy. Janet Powell and Robert Hinchliffe feel
that an RCT is required to obtain more generalizable
information. Either way the introduction of endovascular
repair of RAAAs has been an exciting and life saving inno-
vation and we await further information regarding its use
and applicability, randomised or not.
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